This paper presents a method for the evaluation of a posteriori (historical) multi-variate multi-stage optimal trading under transaction costs and a diversification constraint. Starting from a given amount of money in some currency, we analyze the stage-wise optimal allocation over a time horizon with potential investments in multiple currencies and various assets, such as, for example, assets emulating stock indices. Variants are discussed, such as unconstrained trading frequency, a fixed number of total admissable trades, and the waiting of a specific time-period after every executed trade until the next trade. Mathematical aspects are the modeling of transition dynamics as a Markov Decision Process (MDP), efficient graph generation and consequent graph search. The developed strategies are evaluated on recent real-world data dating back one year. Special focus is on the evaluation of quantitative results.
Introduction
Algorithmic assistance to traders and portfolio managers is nowadays ubiquitous. We can distinguish between algorithmic trading, i.e., fully automated high-or low-frequency trading, and algorithmic screening or semi-automated high-or low-frequency trading with computer programs providing recommendations to the human trader. Both algorithmic trading and screening are fundamentally based on predictions of future developments. Predictions may be made based on, for example, financial accountancy, technical chart analysis, global macroeconomic analysis, news, sentiments and combinations thereof. There exists a plethora of literature for financial times-series prediction. For methods based on support vector machines, see, for example, Tay and Cao (2001) , Kim (2003) and Gestel et al. (2001) . In general, influential factors on trading decisions are trading frequency, targeted time horizons, performance expectations, asset choices, foreign exchange rates, transaction costs and risk-management, for example, in the form of investment diversification.
This paper belongs to the class of technical chart analysis. The data on which the analysis is based are daily adjusted closing-prices of various currencies and assets emulating stock indices such as, e.g., the S&P 500. Short-selling, borrowing of money, and the trading of derivatives are not treated, eventhough the presented methodologies can easily be extended to include them. Starting from a given amount of money in some currency, a posteriori multi-variate multi-stage optimal trading decisions under transaction costs and a diversification constraint are reconstructed. Optimality here refers to return (wealth) maximization for a given time-period. of mixed integer and real-valued quantities,
where i t ∈ I = (I Nc ∪I Na ) denotes investment identification numbers partitioned into N c currencies and N a different risky non-currency assets (such as stocks or funds emulating stock indices), such that I Nc = {0, 1, . . . , N c − 1} and I Na = {N c , . . . , N c + N a − 1}. For ease of reference, in the following, we lump currencies and non-currency assets in the term asset and only distinguish when context-necessary. The integer number of conducted trades along an investment trajectory shall be denoted by k t ∈ Z, whereby an investment trajectory is here defined as a sequence of states z t , t = 0, 1, . . . , N t , where N t is the time horizon length. Let j t denote the investment identification number preceding i t at time t − 1 (parent node), i.e., j t = i t−1 . We define m ct t ∈ R + as the realvalued and positive cash position (liquidity) held in the currency identified by c t ∈ I Nc . The number n t ∈ Z + indicates the number of non-currency assets held. The current wealth, composed of cash position and non-currency asset, is denoted by w 0 t and shall always be in monetary units EUR. We consider Euro (EUR) as the reference currency and shall throughout this paper be identified by i t = 0. The integer number of time samples since the last trade is defined by d t ∈ Z + .
Let us define a (unitless) foreign exchange (forex or fx) rate x c1,c2 t for two currencies c 1 ∈ I Nc and c 2 ∈ I Nc as x Let us denote non-currency asset prices by p ct,a t , whereby c t identifies the price unit and a ∈ I Na the asset. We treat foreign exchange rates and asset prices as time-varying parameters obtained from data.
In the sequel, various sets of admissable system states are defined. For brevity, we therefore use a shorthand notation. For example, we define a set as Z t = {z t : i t = 10}, meaning Z t = {z t : i t = 10, and i t associated with z t according (1)}.
Transaction costs
For the modeling of transaction costs, we follow the notion of Lobo et al. (2007) , modeling transaction costs as non-convex with a fixed charge for any nonzero trade (fixed transaction costs) and a linear term scaling with the quantity traded (proportional transaction costs). Thus, for a foreign exchange at time t 1 , we model Similarly, transaction costs for transactions from currency to non-currency asset, between assets of different currencies and the like can be defined. We can further differentiate between linear terms for buying and selling. To fully introduce notation for transaction costs ( it buy , β it buy ≥ 0), we state the transaction from a cash position towards an asset investment and vice versa. For a transaction of buying n t−1 of asset i t−1 at time t − 1, we obtain
For a transaction of selling n t−1 of asset i t−1 and transforming to currency c t , we obtain
Note that transaction costs may vary dependent on the assets involved in the transformation from one to another. Further, note that we here neglect unavoidable costs such as yearly fees to financial institutes for depot keeping etc. . Abbreviations are "0" for no action, "fx" for foreign exchange, "ba" for buying asset and "sa" for selling asset.
Transition dynamics
Given our assumption of being able to invest in currencies and non-currency assets, there are six general types of transitions dependent on the investment at time t − 1, visualized abstractly in Figure 1 . For an introduction to Markov Decision Processes (MDP), see Puterman (2005) . We initialize
where, for example, we set m 0 0 = 100000. Then, we define our transition dynamics as
identified by variable i t , i.e., u t−1 = i t . We have
with c(i t ) denoting the currency of asset i t and with n t : n t = m
withm ct t denoting the optimizer andñ t the corresponding optimal objective function value. Thus, given m ct−1 t−1 , we find the largest possible positive integer number of assets we can purchase under the consideration of transaction costs. The (small) cash residual is thenm ct t ≥ 0. Therefore, for holding value at time t in currency EUR, we obtaiñ
We have
with n t : t . The solution to (5) and (8) can be easily computed by setting m ct t initially zero, then rounding the corresponding real-valued n t to the largest smaller integer, before then computing the cash residuals, respectively. The methodology of preserving the cash residual and enforcing an integer valued number of shares in assets is done with the purpose of realistic real-world modeling.
Remarks about optimality and system modeling
An investment trajectory was defined as a sequence of states z t , t = 0, 1, . . . , N t , see Section 2.1. We wish to find an optimal (in the sense of wealth-maximizing) investment trajectory. Several observations with respect to above problem formulation and system modeling can be made.
First, supposing all of the initial money m 0 0 is fully allocated to the optimal investment trajectory, then there is no diversification constraint present 1 . The optimal investement trajectory never returns (with return here defined as r Nt = (w 0 Nt − m 0 0 )/m 0 0 ) less than 0%. This is since one feasible investment trajectory is to remain invested in the initial reference currency (EUR) for all t = 0, 1, . . . , N t . This may be taken into account as a heuristic when creating the transition tree. Second, the above system dynamics modeling naturally results in cash residuals whenever investing in a non-currency asset. According to our modeling, the cash residuals are enforced to be in the currency of the purchased asset. This may be suboptimal in very specific cases. We therefore want to further motivate our methodology in the following. Suppose the non-currency asset in which we invest is extremely expensive. Then, it may be worthwhile to invest the cash residual into another asset more profitable than the "enforced" residual currency. In the extreme case, consider Berkshire Hethaway Inc. where one share costs approximately 196000 EUR. In such a case, the cash residual may be huge. Nevertheless, assets with such prices are extremely rare. Consider, for example, publicly traded shares of the Danish A.P. Moller-Maersk Group, in the past frequently element of lists summarizing the ten most expensive stocks in the world with a price of (currently) approximately 1100 EUR. Consider further that the average price of a share in a company listed in the Dax is currently 70 EUR, whereby the most expensive share of the 30 stocks listed in the DAX costs approximately 180 EUR. For the vast majority of shares it is therefore not worth to invest the cash residual differently than in the asset currency. All potential gains are in the vast majority of cases used up by transaction costs, in particular, by fixed transaction costs. Consider for example the case of a minimal fixed transaction cost of 50 EUR in relation to the aforementioned average price of 70 EUR. This is one reason for the formulation of transition dynamics as above. Another one is that in order to account for freely investing of cash residuals, an extension of the state space (beyond 8 variables) is required. Whenever buying any non-currency asset, a residual results which consequently can be invested in any of the N c +N a −1 assets. Thus, N c +N a −1 additional branches are added in the transition tree, which, in the most general case, can then be further branched at subsequenty stages, thereby considerably complicating the tracking of states.
Third, transition dynamics (3) indicate an all-or-nothing strategy, i.e., at every t ≥ 0, the investment at that time is maintained or, alternatively, reallocated to exactly one-the most profitable-currency or asset, whereby cash residuals are accounted for as described in the previous paragraph.
Fourth, let us briefly discuss the effect of absence of transaction costs on optimal trading frequency. For simplicity let us consider the case of being able to invest in an asset of variable value (such as a stock) and holding of a cash position in the currency in which the risky asset is traded. Relevant discrete-time dynamics can then be written as w t = m t + n t p t , and m t = m t−1 − n t p t−1 ,
with m t the cash position, n t the number of shares in the risky asset, p t the price of the asset and w t the wealth at time t. At every time t a decision about a reallocation of investments is made. For a final time period t = 0, 1, . . . , N t , we wish to maximize w Nt − w 0 which can be expanded as
To maximize (10), we thus have to maximize the increments. Combining (9), we write
which therefore motivates the following optimal trading strategy, implemented at every t − 1: if p t > p t−1 , maximize n t and set n t−1 = 0 (allocate maximal ressources towards the asset), and if p t ≤ p t−1 , set n t = 0 and minimize n t−1 (i.e., sell the asset if held at t − 1 and allocate maximal ressources towards the cash position). We profit on a price increase of the asset, and maintain our wealth on a price decrease 1 . Thus, it is optimal to trade upon every change of sign of ∆p t = p t −p t−1 , see also Figure 2 . If ∆p t > 0 at time t − 1, we buy the asset (if we do not already hold it), and if ∆p t ≤ 0, we sell the asset (if we hold it). An immediate and important observation is thus the following remark.
Remark 1 Under the absence of transaction costs, trading upon any change in sign of ∆p t = p t − p t−1 is the optimal trading policy.
Thus, by remark 1, for absent transaction costs, notorious high-frequency trading is always the optimal trading policy. Another observation is that ∆w t = w t − w t−1 ≥ 0, ∀t = 1, 2, . . . , N t . Thus, in absence of transaction costs, at every time step there is at least no incremental decrease in wealth when employing the optimal trading policy. Naturally, when including non-zero transaction costs, this is in general not the case anymore, i.e., we may (at least temporarily) have ∆w t < 0. In addition, optimal trading frequency will be non-trivially affected. Quantitative examples for optimal trading frequencies under transaction costs are given in Section 5. Fifth, motivated by the previous paragraph and under the consideration of transaction costs, a valid question to address is when to sell and rebuy a non-currency asset given a long-term trend but temporary dip in price. Selling and rebuying may optimize profit. The situation is illustrated in Figure 3 where we consider for simplicity four (in general non-uniformly spaced) trading times. Suppose at time t = 0 a (non-currency) asset is bought. Given the "reference" price evolution (here assumed affine), the optimal investment trajectory is to hold the asset until t = 3. In contrast, for a temporary decrease in p t the optimal profit maximizing investment trajectory is to sell the asset at t = 1 and rebuy it at t = 2 as soon as p 2 drops below a threshold, here denoted by p thr 2 . The necessary decrease can be quantified by variable γ t,t+1 = 100 pt+1−pt pt measured in percent. We assume propotional costs (indicated in %) identical for buying and selling, i.e., = buy = sell . For = 0, we also set β = 0. For all other cases, we set β = 50. For the transition dynamics according Section 2.3, threshold values p thr 2 can be computed by iteration. Results are illustrated in Figure 3 . As expected, the typical minimal decrease in p 2 w.r.t. p 1 required for the strategy of selling and rebuying being optimal is approximately twice the proportional transaction cost level. Twice because of selling and rebuying. Apprixmately because cash residuals due to integer-valued number of assets and fixed transaction costs are accounted for. Similarly, p thr 3 can be computed as the threshold price such that for p 3 < p thr 3 asset rebuying is not optimal anymore.
3. Multi-stage system dynamics optimization without diversification constraint
Multi-stage optimization
Multi-stage system dynamics can be modeled in form of a transition graph. We therefore assign a set Z t of admissable states to every time stage t. For investment trajectory optimization without a diversification constraint, we employ one transition graph. For investment trajectory optimization with a diversification constraint, multiple transition graphs, q = 0, 1, . . . , Q−1, are used, see Section 4. We therefore here already introduce notation Z (q)
t , see Figure 4 . However, for the remainder of this section, we drop the superscript " (q) " and focus on optimization without a diversification
Figure 4. Abstract visualization of a multi-stage transition graph with t = 0, 1, 2. Superscript " q " implies any of Q different transition graphs with q = 0, 1, . . . , Q − 1.
constraint, i.e., q = 0. We define the initial set
In the following, three constraints are discussed that affect transition graph generation.
Case 1: Unconstrained trading frequency
Remark 2 Suppose that following a particular investment trajectory, at time τ an investment state z τ is reached, specifically, with a particular i τ , w 0 τ and j τ = i τ −1 . Suppose further there exists another investment trajectory resulting in the same asset, i.e.,ĩ τ = i τ , but in contrast with w 0 τ > w 0 τ andj τ = j τ . Then, the former investment trajectory can be dismissed from being a possible candidate segment for the optimal investment trajectory. This is because any trajectory continuing the latter investment trajectory will always outperform a continuation of the former investment trajectory for all t > τ .
Remark 2 motivates a simple but efficient transition graph generation: first, branch from every state z t−1 ∈ Z t−1 to all possible states z t at time t according transition dynamics (3), whereby we summarize the set of states at time t − 1 from which z t can be reached as J zt t−1 ; second, select the optimal transitions and thus determine Z t according to
recalling the definition j t = i t−1 , and thereby selecting the solutions with highest value w 0 t , ∀i t ∈ I = {0, 1, . . . , N c + N a − 1}. The resulting transition graph holds a total of N z (t) = 1 + (N c + N a )t states up to time t ≥ 0. For a time horizon N t , the optimal investment strategy (denoted by superscript " ") can then be reconstructed by proceeding backwards as
The resulting investment trajectory is optimal since by construction of the transition graph as outlined, starting from z 0 , there exists exactly one wealth maximizing trajectory to every investment i t = 0, 1, . . . , N c + N a − 1 for every time t = 0, 1, . . . , N t . By iterating backwards the optimal investment decisions at every time stage are determined.
Case 2: Bound on the admissable number of trades
We constrain the investment trajectory to include at most K ∈ Z + trades for time horizon t = 0, 1, . . . , N t , whereby we define a trade as a reallocation of an investment incurring any kind of transaction costs according Figure 1 or any switching in the asset identification number i t . A transition according i t = i t−1 is consequently no trade. The set of admissable states is thus generated as Z t = z t : max jt∈J z t t−1 {w 0 t }, ∀k t < K and unique, and ∀i t ∈ I .
As a result, the resulting transition graph holds a total of N z (t) = 1 + t l=1 (N c + N a )min(l, K) states. The reconstruction of optimal investment decisions is similar to (13) .
Note that the total number of states, N z (t), quickly reaches large numbers. We therefore introduce a heuristic to reduce N z (t) while not compromising optimality of the solution.
Proposition 3.1 While not compromising the finding of an optimal investment trajectory, the set of admissable states Z t of (14) can be shrunken toZ t , following the heuristic:
For every i t ∈ I such that the corresponding z t ∈ Z t of (14):
.
4:
Shrink:
Proof. W.l.o.g., suppose that for a given i t = i ∈ I we have determined k opt t (i t ). Let the associated state vector be denoted by z opt t (i t ). Then, we can discard all z t with i t = i and k t > k opt t (i t ), since w 0,opt
t+τ , ∀τ ≥ 0, and the admissable set for state z opt t (i t ) is thus larger by at least the option of one additional trade, in comparison to the admissable set corresponding to all z t ∈ Z t of (14) with i t = i and k t > k opt t (i t ). This concludes the proof.
Note that the total number of states, N z (N t ), cannot be predicted anymore precisely as before. It is now data-dependent instead. Quantitative results are reported in Section 5.
Case 3: Waiting period after every trade until next trade
We constraint the investment trajectory to waiting of at least a specific time period D after every executed trade until the next trade. The set of admissable states is consequently generated as 
As a result, the resulting transition graph holds a total of N z (t)
The reconstruction of optimal investment decisions is similar to (13).
Similarly to Section 3.3, the total number of states, N z (t), quickly reaches large numbers. We therefore also introduce a heuristic to reduce N z (t) while not compromising optimality of the solution.
Proposition 3.2 While not compromising the finding of an optimal investment trajectory, the set of admissable states Z t of (15) can be shrunken toZ t , following the heuristic:
For every i t ∈ I such that the corresponding z t ∈ Z t of (15):
t. corresponding z t ∈ Z t of (15) .
4:
Proof. W.l.o.g., suppose for a given i t = i ∈ I we have determined d opt t (i t ). Let the associated state vector be denoted by z opt t (i t ). Then, we can discard all z t with i t = i and 0
t+τ , ∀τ ≥ 0, and the admissable set for state z opt t (i t ) is larger by being closer to a potential next trade by at least one trading sampling time, in comparison to the admissable set corresponding to all z t ∈ Z t of (14) with i t = i and 0 < d t < d opt t (i t ). This concludes the proof.
Similarly to Section 3.3, the total number of states, N z (N t ), cannot be predicted anymore precisely as before. It is now data-dependent instead. Quantitative results are reported in Section 5. The heuristic significantly reduces computational complexity.
Multi-stage system dynamics optimization with diversification constraint
unc. K D unc. K D Figure 5 . Abstract overview over some analysis tools. In particular, a distinction is made between inclusion of a diversification constraint ("Q traj.") and three constraints affecting trading frequency: unconstrained trading frequency ("unc."), at most K-trades ("K") along the investment trajectory for the time-horizon of interest, and the waiting of period D after execution of a trade until the next trade along every investment trajectory. Additionally, we may diversify ("div.") only at, e.g., t = 1. Or, we may also only trade at the same times for all investment trajectories, i.e., the trading is or is not enforced to be synchronized ("sync." or "async"). Variants are also possible, for example, implementing the diversification constraint only at a set of specific times, see Section 4.
In portfolio optimization, the introduction of a diversification constraint is regarded as a measure to reduce drawdown risk. There exist multiple variants of diversification constraints, see, for example, Lobo et al. (2007) .
For our purpose of analysis of historical optimal trading, we first divide our initial wealth m 0 into Q parts of equal proportion. Then, we impose constraints on each of the corresponding Q investment trajectories. In the unconstrained case, all Q trajectories would coincide. Including a diversification constraint allows for different implementations, see Figure 5 . It is distinguished between, first, constraints referring to relations between multiple investment trajectories (diversification at only the initial time, diversification for all times, asynchronous trading and synchronous trading), and, second, constraints referring to relations along any specific investment trajectory (unconstrained trading frequency, at most K trades admitted along the investment trajectory, and the enforcement of a waiting period after each executed trade).
We define a diversification constraint at a specific time t such that each of the states of the Q-trajectories (at that time), z t ∈ Z (q) t , ∀q = 0, . . . , Q − 1, must be invested differently. Thus, each asset identification number i (q) t must be different ∀t = 0, 1, . . . , N t , ∀q = 0, 1, . . . , Q − 1. We define the sets of admissable states Z (q) t , ∀t = 0, 1, . . . , N t and ∀q = 0, 1, . . . , Q−1, sequentially and ordered according optimality. Thus, Z
(1) t , ∀t = 0, 1, . . . , N t is constructed accounting only for the optimal investment trajectory associated with Z (0) t , i.e., the set Z (0), t , ∀t = 0, 1, . . . , N t , whereas Z (q) t is constructed accounting for all of the optimal investment trajectories associated with
, ∀q = 0, 1, . . . , Q − 1 denotes the set states at each time t resulting from the reconstruction of optimal investment decisions along the optimal investment trajectory according to (13). The general notion underlying our methodology aims to be invested maximally until saturation in the investment trajectories ordered according optimality.
Q trajectories, diversification for a subset of times and asynchronous trading
Let us define a subset of trading sampling times as T (q) ⊆ {0, 1, . . . , N t }. A simple example is T (q) = {1}, ∀q = 0, 1, . . . , Q − 1.
For enforcement of diversification in form of Q trajectories, diversification for any subset of trading times and asynchronous trading, the sets of admissable states are initialized as 
For unconstrained trading frequency along an investment trajectory and t > 0, the sets of admissable states are consequently generated according
with q = 0, 1, . . . , Q − 1 and whereby z (r), t ∈ Z (r) t denotes the optimal state at time t associated with investment trajectory r.
For the case of at most K admissable trades along any investment trajectory and t > 0, the sets of admissable states are consequently generated according
{w 0 t }, ∀k t < K and unique, and ∀i t ∈ I if t / ∈ T (q) , or ... ∀k t < K and unique, and ∀i t ∈ I\ ∪ i t :
with q = 0, 1, . . . , Q − 1 For the case of enforcing a waiting period after each executed trade along any investment trajectory and t > 0, the sets of admissable states are consequently generated according
{w 0 t }, ∀d t < D and unique, and ∀i t ∈ I if t / ∈ T (q) , or ... ∀d t < D and unique, and ∀i t ∈ I\ ∪ i t :
with q = 0, 1, . . . , Q − 1
Q trajectories, diversification for all times and synchronous trading
Let us define a subset of trading sampling times as T ⊆ {0, 1, . . . , N t }. This subset may, for example, indicate the sampling time at which trades were executed along the optimal investment trajectory associated with
The set of a admissable states is initialized as in (16). Then, for unconstrained trading frequency along an investment trajectory and t > 0, the sets of admissable states are consequently generated according
with q = 0, 1, . . . , Q − 1.
The case of at most K admissable trades along any investment trajectory as well as the case of enforcing a waiting period after each executed trade along any investment trajectory can then be defined analogously.
Remarks and relevant quantities for interpretation
In general, a mean for increasing computational efficiency is to reduce branches or nodes from the transition tree. This can be done based on heuristics (branch and bound) that early discard investment trajectories not having potential of resulting in an optimal investment trajectory.
The presented framework can also be used to analyze alternative optimization criteria such as determining a worst-case investment trajectory (pessimization) or the tracking of a target reference return trajectory.
Several quantities can be used to interpret results. We therefore first define the total return (measured in percent) as Similarly, we define the return at time t as r tot,(q) t , ∀q ∈ Q. We further report the total number of conducted trades as K tot Nt . The minimal time-span between any two trades within time-frame t ∈ N t = {0, 1, . . . , N t } shall be denoted by D min
Nt . In addition, the average, minimal and maximal percentage gain per conducted non-currency asset-trade is of our interest. Stating the quantities with respect to our reference currency (EUR), we therefore first define the set
with η s.t. η = t,ī ∈ I Na , i t =ī, i t+1 =ī, and τ > η,
wherebyī identifies an asset of interest. The average, minimum and maximum shall then be denoted by avg(∆G (q) ), min(∆G (q) ) and max(∆G (q) ), respectively. The associated trading times are summarized in ∆T (q) = τ − η : with τ s.t. τ = t − 1,ī ∈ I Na , i t−1 =ī, i t =ī, with η s.t. η = t,ī ∈ I Na , i t =ī, i t+1 =ī, and τ > η, z t ∈ Z (q), t , ∀t ∈ N t , ∀q ∈ Q , with corresponding avg(∆T (q) ), min(∆T (q) ) and max(∆T (q) ) defined accordingly. Then, we can partition quantities of interest into two groups: overall performance measures and, secondly, quantities associated with non-currency asset holdings along an investment-optimal qtrajectory. We therefore compactly summarize results in evaluation vectors and evaluation matrices
Numerical examples
To evaluate results, we consider three numerical examples. For all examples, a time horizon of one year is chosen. The sampling time is selected as one day. The influence of different levels of transaction costs on optimal trading decisions and quantitative performance measures are of main interest. Adjusted closing prices (accounting for all corporate actions such as stock splits and dividend payments) of both foreign exchange rates and stock indices are retrieved from finance.yahoo.com. We artificially created some stock indices emulating assets, similarly to exchange traded funds (ETFs). Yearly data could not be retrieved for all stock indices of interest. Therefore, for some stock indices, we obtained data of an emulating ETF instead. For example 3, we directly used stock price data. For uniformality, we then normalized all non-currency assets to value 100 in the corresponding currency at time t = 0. See Tables 1 and 3 for details and the currencies associated with the assets.
The first example treats optimal trading of EUR, USD and the Nasdaq-100. This scenario is mainly selected to analyze currency effects. We here do not employ a diversification constraint, i.e., we have Q = 1. The second example treats optimal trading of 16 different currencies and 15 different non-currency assets. A diversification constraint is employed with Q = 3. The third example compares achievable performances for an exemplary downtrending and another uptrending stock when optimally trading a posteriori.
Example 1: EUR, USD and Nasdaq-100
The results of experiments for numerical example 1 are summarized in Table 2 : we consider different levels of transaction costs with variable proportional cost but constant fixed cost. The evaluation quantities, see Section 4.3, e (0) and E (0) are stacked atop each other for the different trading strategies; except for the Buy-and-Hold strategy, where only e (0) is reported. We assume proportional costs (indicated in %) to be the same for buying and selling for both foreign exchange and asset trading, i.e., = buy = sell . For = 0, we also set β = 0. For all other cases, we set β = 50. Total returns (r Several observations can be made with respect to the results of Table 2 . First, eventhough only two currencies, EUR and USD, i.e., i ∈ I Nc = {0, 1}, and one non-currency asset, i.e., i ∈ I Na = {2}, are traded long-only, remarkable profits can be earned when optimally trading a posteriori. Even in case of (high) transaction costs with a proportional rate of 2%, the profits significantly outperform a one-year Buy-and-Hold strategy. Second, the influence of different levels of transaction costs is impressive. Specifically for the unconstrained trading strategy with respect to returns, trading frequency and percentage gains (average, minimum and maximum) upon which the non-currency asset is traded. Third, while the total return drops with increasing transaction cost levels, the remaining evaluation quantities remain approximately constant for the K-trades strategy (here K = 12, i.e., 12 trades per year or one per month). Fourth, the results associated with the percentage gains upon which the non-currency asset is traded were unexpected. Intuitively, they were thought to be higher. The same holds for optimal time periods between any two trades. Results from Example 1 encourage frequent trading. For example, for the case with a waiting constraint, trading is encouraged upon percentage gains of on average slightly less than 10% for all four levels of transaction costs.
Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9 further visualize results. In order to compactly display multiple foreign exchange rates, we normalize w.r.t. the initial value at t = 0, see the subplot with label ∆x norm For reference currency EUR, we set ∆x norm t = 0, ∀t = 0, 1, . . . , N t . Analogously, we normalize non-currency prices and additionally take currency effects into account by first converting prices to currency EUR, see the subplot with label ∆p norm t,EUR . For a specific optimal investment trajectory, at every time t, an investment in exactly one currency or non-currency asset is taken. Being invested in a non-currency asset is indicated by red balls in aforementioned figures. Since non-currency assets are associated with a specific currency we also label them correspondingly with red balls. In contrast, an explicit investment in a currency is emphasized by blue balls.
It is striking that despite an absence of clear trends in both the EURUSD-foreign exchange rate and the Nasdaq-100 stock index, significant profits can be made when optimally trading-even when employing a long-only strategy. The largest increases in return rates in currency EUR are achieved when the asset is increasing in value while the foreign exchange rate with reference Euro is decreasing. Investments in USD are optimal when the EURUSD-foreign exchange rate is trending down and the Nasdaq-100 is decreasing likewise. Investments in EUR are in general optimal when the EURUSD-foreign exchange rate is trending up and the Nasdaq-100 is trending down. 
Example 2: global investing and a diversification constraint
We consider 16 currencies and 15 non-currency assets. Real-world data is obtained according to Table 3 . We consider the time horizon August 5, 2015 until August 3, 2016. Because of different trading holidays in the different countries, a total of 199 trading days could be determined common to all assets. We diversify in three assets at every trading time t, i.e., we set Q = 3.
We distinguish two cases: synchronous and asynchronous trading. Quantitative results are summarized in Tables 4 and 5 , respectively. The results for all Q trajectories are reported. The "Summary"-section in Tables 4 and 5 reports the sum of returns of all Q trajectories. Results are further visualized in Figures 10, 11, 12 and 13. The black-dashed horizontal line in the corresponding top subplots denotes N c = 16 to distinguish currency and non-currency asset investments.
For performance comparison, we consider a Buy-and-Hold strategy, whereby an asset is bought initially and then held. The most performant non-currency assets from Table 3 for the time frame of interest were, in order, the IBOVESPA (BRA), the Dow Jones Russia GDR (RUS) and the S&P 500 (USA). Associated returns are reported in Table 4 and 5, where we attribute the IBOVESPA to q = 0 and the other two assets to q = 1 and q = 2, respectively.
Interpretation of results is in line with Section 5.1. In particular, the influence of transaction costs and the encouragement of frequent trading upon relatively small percentage gains. For example, consider Figure 11 : despite a strongly increasing trend of IBOVESPA (BRA) towards the end of the time period, the optimal investment trajectory is instead to exploit short-term trends of even steeper ascent, and additionally exploiting currency effects.
A remark about computational complexity needs to be made. The total number of states, N z (N t ), without consideration of any heuristics is 6139, 71611 and 59905 for the three cases (unconstrained, constraint of at most K = 12 trades, and constraint of waiting at least D = 10 days between any two trades). These numbers can be computed according to the formulas stated in Section 3. Then, applying the heuristics from Section 3.3 and 3.4 to the given finance.yahoo-data trajectories, we measured (to give one example) N z (N t ) = 65238 and N z (N t ) = 33161 for the latter two cases, q = 0 and = 0. Similar results are obtained for the other transaction cost levels and the other q-trajectories, resulting in overall computation times (for all q = 0, 1, 2) in the tens of minutes. In contrast, for the unconstrained case, overall computation times for the generation of all Q = 3 transition trees were on average only slightly more than 10 seconds, thereby making the unconstrained case much more suitable for fast analysis of sets of multiple assets and foreign exchange rate trajectories. Secondly, the trajectories for q = 0 are identical for both time-asynchronous and -synchronous trading. However, for the remaining investment trajectories with q > 0, the number of states is much lower for time-synchronous trading in comparison to the asynchronous case. For time-synchronous trading, Q = 3 and a bound on the total admissable number of trades, the total number of states is 63803 for q = 0, but 39713 and 23549 for q = 1 and q = 2, respectively. All numerical experiments throughout this paper were conducted on a laptop running Ubuntu 14.04 equipped with an Intel Core i7 CPU @ 2.80GHz×8, 15.6 GB of memory, and using Python 2.7.
Example 3: a downtrending and an uptrending stock
The ultimate example compares achievable performances for an examplary downtrending and an an uptrending stock. The exemplary downtrending stock is of Deutsche Bank AG (finance. 
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. t [days] . dates is less important. Interestingly, both downtrending and uptrending are traded optimally upon similar short-term average price increases: 7.5% and 7%. Similarly, the optimal holding periods of the stocks are short, on average: 4.2 and 7.8 days, respectively.
Conclusion
We developed a method for a posteriori (historical) multi-stage optimal trading under transaction costs and a diversification constraint. Findings were evaluated on recent real-world data dating back one year. We found that transaction cost levels are decisive for achievable performance and significantly influence optimal trading frequency. Quantitative results further indicated optimal trading upon occasion rather than on fixed trading intervals, and, dependent on transaction cost levels, upon single-to low double-digit percentage gains in value (with respect to the reference currency) exploiting short-term trends. Achievable returns for optimized trading are overwhelming, uncomparably outperforming Buy-and-Hold strategies. Naturally, these returns are very difficult to achieve without knowledge of future price and foreign exchange rate evolutions. Nevertheless, they indicate the potential of optimal trading and can provide valuable insights for the development of algorithmic trading and screening systems. The developed methods can be used in multiple ways. First, for a set of given asset price evolutions, the most suitable or best combinations of technical indicators (such as, e.g., moving average crossovers, Williams %R, etc.) and chart pattern analysis techniques (such as, e.g., head and shoulders, wedge, etc.) can be determined that most closely replicate the trading recommendations of optimal investment trajectories. The task of the finding of combinations can also be posed as an optimization problem. Second, assuming multi-step predictions about future price or foreign exchange rate evolution can be made, the developed methods can be used to optimally assign investments. Third, the developed methods can be used in the design of an adaptive or self-learning trading recommendation system. Therefore, additional prediction methods have to be incorporated. This is subject of current research.
